Measuring, Numbers and Buried Treasure
You have been given a very important role by the Commander of the Fortress at Isca. You
are now the Chief Architect for his planned building projects. Don’t Panic! Here is our
quick guide to some Roman measuring and numbers to help you.
Just as we do today, the Romans built roads, houses and big buildings such as
bathhouses. So, they needed to have a system to be able to measure things and
distances.
Roman Measuring System

English name

1 digit
4 digits
4 palms
1 Roman Foot
5 Roman Feet
10 Roman Feet
1,000 Paces (5,000 Feet)

= a finger (width)
= a palm (width)
= a Roman Foot
= 16 fingers
= a pace
= a perch
= Roman mile

Modern Equivalent
Measurement
About 18.5mm
About 7.4cm
About 29.6cm
About 29.6cm
About 1.48m
About 2.96m
About 1.48km (1480m)

We still use ‘hands’ to measure something today. Do you know it is?
Here is a clue: It is a large animal that some people like to ride on!
Your fingers and hands are not exactly the same size as the Roman measurements, but
they are still good for measuring.
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1.

Measuring Using Hands, Feet and Fingers
 On a large piece of paper (or two smaller pieces), draw around one of your hands, one

of your feet and one of your fingers.
 Use your hand, foot and finger to measure objects that you find around your home.
 Inside each of your pictures write or draw a picture of the objects you have found that

are about the same length.

Measuring with foot, hand and finger by S Creek

Make a trundle wheel to measure a Roman Pace
The Romans would have needed to be able to measure long distances so that they could
plan things like roads and buildings.
Romans used a tool called an odometer to measure out large spaces. An odometer used
the wheel of a cart to measure a certain distance. The odometer had pebbles which
dropped into a container, to mark how far you had travelled.
It would be quite hard for us to make an odometer, but a trundle wheel also uses a wheel
to measure distance. A trundle wheel is a much more recent invention. Make your own
trundle wheel to help you measure a space using Roman paces.
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2.

Reconstructed odometer from the Thessaloniki Science Centre and Technology Museum, Greece
 Find a large piece of sturdy cardboard, an old cardboard packing box works well.

Measure out a circle that is 47cm in diameter (23.5cm radius).
You can do this using drawing pencils and piece of string. Tie one end of the string to
one of the pencils, then measure out 25cm of string and tie a pencil to the other end,
making sure you leave 23.5cm length of string between the two pencils.
 Cut out your circle.
 Cut a long L shape piece of card for your handle (see photographs below).

Photographs by S Creek
 Make a hole in the centre of your circle and in the bottom of your handle. Use a split

pin to join your pieces together, or roll up a small square of card to make a rod and
poke it through the two holes.
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3.

 If you have used a cardboard rod, bend the end of your rod to secure it to the back of

your circle with some tape. Don’t secure the other end of the rod to the handle as it
this will stop your wheel from turning.
 Mark a triangle on your handle where it meets the edge of the wheel.

Photograph by S Creek
 Make a triangle at the edge of your wheel and label it 1 Pace. If you want to, you can

also add another ½ pace measurement directly opposite on the other side of your
wheel.
 Use your trundle wheel to measure the length of a room in your house, your garden,

the road where you live, or your favourite walk. Start by lining up the arrow on the
handle with the arrow labelled 1 Pace. As you walk, the wheel will turn. Each time the
arrows pass one another, count 1 Roman Pace.
Have fun measuring!
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4.

Roman Code Breaking
The Romans used letters (Roman Numerals) to show numbers. We still use Roman
Numerals today on things like clocks. See if you can spot any Roman numerals where you
live.
The Commander is very impressed with your skills so far. He needs you to help him crack
some codes.
One problem: They are all written in Roman Numerals. Can you do it? Use this Code
Breaking Guide to help you.
Modern 1
Number
Roman I
Numeral
1
I
10
X
100
C
1000
M

2
I
20
XX
200
CC

5

10

50

100

500

1000

V

X

L

C

D

M

3
III
30
XXX
300
CCC

4
IV
40
XL
400
CD

5
V
50
L
500
D

6
VI
60
LX
600
DC

7
VII
70
LXX
700
DCC



The year that Claudius starts to conquer Britain:

XLIII



The year that the Romans left Britain:

CDX



Can you write the year that you were born in Roman Numerals?
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8
VIII
80
LXXX
800
DCCC

9
IX
90
XC
900
CM

AD
AD

5.

Make some Roman Numeral biscuits

Roman Numerals biscuits, baked and photographed by S Creek
 Use your favourite biscuit recipe or you can do some research on the internet for a

recipe.
 Decorate your biscuits with Roman Numerals. You could use raisins, sweets or icing.
 Can your friends and family tell you which number they have before they take a bite?
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6.

Imagine digging and finding real buried treasure!
That is what happened right here in Devon in 2013. Lawrence Egerton, a metal
detectorist, found the coins and then archaeologists carefully excavated them. The hoard
weighed 68kg (150lb).

Seaton Down Hoard, RAMM collections

Most of the coins are a type called a nummus (pronounced num-mus), plural nummi. Two
nummi could buy you a flagon of poor-quality wine in Roman Times.
Have a look at these close-up images of some of the coins. What do you notice about
them? Do you think they look like coins we have today? What is similar and what is
different?
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7.

Make your own Roman coins
 You could use salt dough, or air-drying clay if you have some. There are lots of recipes

to make salt dough online. It is very easy, so have a go!
 Roll out your dough and cut into small circles. Cut around something circle shaped if

you don’t have a small pastry cutter.
 Draw your image in the dough using a toothpick, modelling tool or skewer. Leave your

coins somewhere warm to dry out.
 Now paint your coins. You could choose dull colours that make your coins look old.

Salt dough Roman coins by S Creek
 You can find out more and watch a video about the Seaton Down Hoard.

Don’t forget to take a photograph of your finished pieces to show your teacher.
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8.

